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Recently it becomes more and more probable that neutrinos have masses. This
fact is due to the evidences of neutrino oscillation in a wide eld such as solar neutrino
oscillation [1] [2] [3] [4], atmospheric neutrino decit [5] and the neutrino oscillation from
reactors [6] [7] and accelerators [8] [9] et al. Super-Kamiokande group [5] announced
that they caught the denite evidence for 

oscillation in atmospheric neutrino decit.
In these situations it is more and more indispensable to treat neutrino mixings from
the wide variety of physics and to seek the consistency as a whole. At the present stage
experimental information of CP violating phases in leptonic sector is rather poor.
Nevertheless, these phases may aect on the constraint of mixing angles and neutrino
masses seriously. In the previous paper [10] [11] it was shown that it is indeed the case
and revealed how these phases constrain the mixing angles and masses irrespective to
concrete values of CP violating phases. By taking account of CP violating phase eects
in neutrinoless double beta decay seriously, we showed explicitly how it works in the
confrontations with the neutrino oscillation data.
In this paper we extend our arguments to the general lepton number violating pro-
cesses which are allowed only if neutrinos are Majorana particles. Besides neutrinoless
double beta decay (()
0




conversion process by the muonic atom, 
 
+ N(A;Z + 2) ! e
+
+N(A;Z) [12] (see









studied in the three generation case. In [10] we discussed the relations between the















will give new information of the lepton mixing. The am-
plitudes of these three processes are, in the absence of right-handed weak couplings,


























































as pointed out in [12] and [13]. The "averaged" mass dened from the lepton number























as pointed out in [12]. Here U
aj
is the left-handed lepton mixing matrix which combine




(j=1,2 and 3). In the case of Majorana neutrinos, U takes the following form











































































































). Three CP violating phases,
 ,  and  appear in U for Majorana particles [14].









































































< 2 GeV or 400 GeV for the spin factor of daughter nuclei S = 1 or







paper we derive the consistency conditions among the lepton mixing angles, neutrino
mass m
i


































was a function of the two CP violating phases. However, we can treat these three cases,
and the other cases if needed, equally well by assuming that the CP violating phase
 is known. Indeed,  is detectable in neutrino oscillation processes, whereas  and
 are not. Therefore, we rst derive, from the expression of the "averaged" mass, the
consistency conditions which are irrelevant to the concrete values of two CP violating












































(i=13) are positive numbers which depend on mixing angles and CP vi-
olating phase .  and  are CP violating phases dependent on  and , which are



























cos(2   2): (9)




























































g = 0: (10)










































In the above process Eqs.(10)-(11) we may replace the role of  by . Namely expressing









































Neutrino oscillation processes do not depend on  and . So these two inequalities
become the constraint on the CP violating phases if the mixing angles and eigen masses
will be pursued from oscillation experiments. However, at present we want to know
the constraints on the angles and masses which are irrelevant to the specic values of
the CP violating phases. Those are followed from Eqs. (11) and (12) by remarking
0  cos
2
  1 and 0  cos
2



















































It should be noticed that inequality (14) is symmetric with respect to X
i
. Eqs.(11)-(14)















. Hereafter we proceed to discuss the specic process.
In the case of ()
0
, it follows from Eqs. (3) and (4) that X
i


































Then Eq. (14) coincides with the results (2.11) and (2.14) in [10]. Without loss of gen-






. Then Eq.(14) reveals useful information explicitly.

















































This was an important constraint in ()
0
[10]. Eq.(14) oers other information.

















































































































; 2 = 2    
1
: (22)





























































































































are, contrary to the case of ()
0
, dependent on the phase .
This phase appears and is detectable in neutrino oscillation processes in general. So























































































;  =   
1
: (26)
































also depend on the phase . So Eq. (14) gives the constraint




and the phase .
Now we discuss the consistency conditions Eq.(14) more explicitly for neutrinoless













oscillation experiments suggest that 
13
is very small, s
2
3
< 0:05 [6] and we set it














































which leads to the allowed bound on s
1
















































plane ,which is de-







































plane ,which is depicted by the shaded areas in Fig.3. In order for























. From Fig.3, we also obtain


















































































































































































plane. The allowed region is given






















































































plane ,which is shown by
















































We next discuss the elimination of CP violation phase from the constraint Eq.(14).
In the general case where s
3













. If we want to know the constraints only among




, we must eliminate . This is performed





 1  cos  1, we nd, from Eqs. (14), (15) and (24), the constraint condition only







































































are dened by Eq.(24) and R
i


























It also should be noted that from the the constraints Eqs. (14), (15) and (24), we have



































































































































































































































































































































conversion, we nd the following constraint which is


























































































































































































































































































































































We nally discuss the constraints for CP violating phase  and the constraint




conversion . Among the three
phases, Dirac phase  is of primary importance since it survives in neutrino oscillation
processes in general. However if want to know the constraint for Majorana phase , we




























































































































































































































































































































. Using the similar arguments



























































































































































































































































































































































). The constraint which is










































previous result Eq. (35).
In conclusion, we have discussed the constraints of lepton mixing angles from lepton









+N(A;Z) and the lepton number








, which are allowed only if neutrinos are Majorana















j (a; b = e and ) in the absence of right-handed
weak coupling. Here U
aj
is the left-handed lepton mixing matrix which combines the
weak eigenstate neutrino (a = e and ) to the mass eigenstate neutrino with mass
m
j
(j=1,2 and 3). We obtain the consistency conditions which are satised irrelevant
to the concrete values of CP violation phases (three phases in Majorana neutrinos).
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conversion for the case where s
3
= 0. The allowed region is given by the shaded areas.
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for the case where s
3
= 0. The allowed region is given by the shaded
areas.
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